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REPRESENTATION OF ORDERED CLASSES 
BY CLASSES OF CONNECTED UNARY ALGEBRAS 
OLDiUCH KOPECEK,Brno 
(Received April 18, 1977) 
1. Notation. We denote by Ord the class of all ordinals. The natural order of 
ordinals is denoted by g . If a e Ord then we put W(a) = {/? e Ord; ji < a}. Further, 
we put N = W(co0). If A is a set we denote by | A | the cardinal of A. 
Let si be a category. Then we denote by si also the class of objects of si and, 
for arbitrary P, Qe si, by [P, Q]^ the set of all morphisms from P into Q. The 
sign ^ means an isomorphism of categories and c a full inclusion functor. If si 
is a category such that for each P, Qesi, there holds | [P, Q]^ | «£ 1, then si is 
called a thin category or a quasi-ordered class. If is/ is a thin category such that, for 
each P,Qes4, there holds [P, Q]^ ^ 0, [P, Q]^ # 0 implies P = Q, then .a/ is 
called an ordered class. If si is a thin category (an ordered class resp.), then for each 
P, g e ^ w e put P7r^Q (P ^ Q resp.) if [P, Q]^ # 0. An ordered class si is called 
a cham if P g ^ Q or Q ^ P for each P, Qesi. 
If ^/ is a category, then a thin category <s/(b) such that the class of objects of si(b) 
is equal to that of objects of si and P7r^(fc)Qiff[P, Q]^ ^ 0 fo reach P, Q e ^ is 
called a basic category for si. (Therefore, a basic category si(b) for J / is a thin 
category with the same objects and the same existence of morphisms.) 
Let A be a quasi-ordered set (with the quasi-order 7r^). If a, be A are arbitrary, 
then we put agAb iff anAb and bnAa. Then QA is an equivalence on A. Further, if 
T, V e A\QA are arbitrary, we put TnAjQAT' iff a7r^b for each ae T and each b e T'. 
Then nA(QA is an order on A\qA. (See, for example, [1], I., § 4.) We say that the order 
71 Ale A ™ defined by the quasi-order nA. 
If A, B are ordered sets, then the cardinal power of A and B is denoted by AB. 
The lexicographic sum £ ' siG of a system {siG; G e &} of mutually disjoint thin 
categories where ^ is an ordered class is the class si = (J siG of objects where, 
for each G1,G2e<$,P es4Gi,Qe siGz, there holds P7r^ Q iff (1) G1^G2 and (2) 
Gt = G2 implies PKJ*QIQ- Further, if ^ = {1, ...,/*} is a chain with the natural 
order then we put £ ' siG = six © ... © si„. If {si, @} is a non-indexed system 
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of two disjoint thin categories then we suppose {si, $} to be a chain with 
si <(^tgg) $ and we can define si © 8&. (See [6].) 
Let A be a set , /a partial map from A into A. Then the ordered pair A = (A,f) 
is called a partial unary algebra. We put DAI = A — dom/ If Dv4 = 0 then A is 
called a complete unary algebra. If A — (A,f), B = (2?, #) are partial unary algebras 
and F : . 4 - > 5 a map (dom F = ^4), then F is called a homomorphism of ^ into J5 
if x e dom/ implies Fx e dom g and Ffx = g-Fjc. 
Let y< = (A,f) be a partial unary algebra. We p u t / 0 = id^. Suppose that we 
have defined a partial map/*"1 from A into A for « e N — {0}. We denote by/" the 
following partial map from A into A: if .vedom/"""1 and/ w _ 1 xedom/, then we 
put/nx = ffn""1x. A is called a connected partial unary algebra if, for each x, ye A, 
there are m, neN such that xedom/m , yedomf" and/mx =/wy. The category 
of alV connected partial unary algebras is denoted by tflc and the category of all 
connected complete unary algebras is denoted by TTC where morphisms are homo-
morphisms. 
2. Problems. Let M be an ordered set. 
(a) (P. Goralclk, see [2], § 3, remark 2.) Find necessary and sufficient conditions 
for the existence of Jt c irc such that M £ J£(b). 
(b) Find necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence ofJi^ 01° such that 
M s Jt(b). 
By our considerations, we can apply results of [7], [9], [10] and [11]. 
Let oo j , oo2 eOrd and let us suppose that a < ax < oo2 for each aeOrd. Let 
A = (A,/) G * c . Then we define the sets ZA = {* e At; there is z* e N - {0} such 
that/"* = x}, KA = {xeA - ZA; there is a sequence (xf)5eiV such that xtedomf 
for each ieN — {0}, x0 = x and fxi+i = *j for each neN} and A
0 = {xeA ; 
f1x = 0}; if a e Ord - {0} is arbitrary and if the sets Ax have been defined for all 
Xe W(a) then we put A* = {xeA - U -4A; /""** ^ U A*}- Further, we put 
AelV(*) XeW(a) 
RA = \ZA\,SA = min {X e Ord; Ax = 0} and if we put A001 = KA, A002 = Z^, 
then we define the map SA : A -> Ord u {ooj, oo2} by the condition SAx = A for 
each x e Ax9 X e W(9A) u {ool5 oo2}. 
(i) Let A e %c. Then the following assertions hold. 
(a) | DA | ^ 1; we denote by dA the only point with the property {dA} = DA. 
(b) If RA = 0 , KA = 0 fhert DA ^Q iff M is isolated. 
(c) 7/iL4 = 0, K.4 = 0, D^ # 0 fte* SAdA = SA. - 1. 
(See [7], 2.1, 2.26 (c) and [9] 1.12.) 
(ii) If a e Ord is isolated then there is Ae%c such that RA = 0, KA = 0 a/sd &4 = 
= a. (See [11], 4.8.) 
If (a„)neN is a sequence of ordinals then we write (a„) instead of (XtdneN- We say 
that a sequence of ordinals (<xn) is an end of a sequence of ordinals (Pn) if there is 
m e N such that a„ = J?M+n for each neN. 
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3. Definition. Let a eOrd be limit and cofinal with co0 and let ^ 0 be the order 
on the cardinal power W(a)N. We put 0o(a) = {(an)e W(a)
N; limart = a}. We 
neN 
define an order ^ t on 0o(a) such that, for each (an), (/}„) e 0o(a), we put (an) <; t (f!n) 
iff (an) is an end of (/?„). 
4. Definition. We put 0* = {a e Ord - {0}; a isolated}, 0l = {a e Ord; a limit and 
cofinal with co0}. Let d, d$ Ord and we suppose that a < d < d for each a 6 Ord. 
Let ./T be an arbitrary set disjoint with Ord u {d, d} and equivalent with 
N- {0} and '•: N- { 0 } - ^ / a bijection. Let ©(a) = {a} for each a e 0 f and let 
0(a) for each a e 0* be the ordered set with the order So(a) which is defined by 
the quasi-order < 0̂ o ^ t (the composition) on 0o(a) (see 1). We define the orde-
red class 
(a) 0 = 0' u 0' u {d, d} such that, for each a, j3 e 0, a g<, J? iff (1) a g j8 and (2) 
a 6 0' u {d} implies £ e 0< u {d}, 
(b) Jf such that, for each m', n' e «yT where m,« e N — {0}, m' 5 ^ n' iff » | m,*) 
(c) ^ = (£ '0(a)) ®Jf. (Clearly, <e is an ordered class.) 
aeO 
Further, we define the subcategory #* = (J 0(a) u {d} u Jf of <€. 
aed1 
(iii) Let A = (A(,f) e <%C be such that RA = 0, KAI = 0 awd &4 e 0*. Then there is 
\x e &(M) such that (SAfnx) e\ifor each xeA. (See [10], 2.16(b).) 
5. Definition, (a) We define the object function / : %C -> <€ in this way: if A = 
= (A(,f) e ^rc, we put 
PAf ifPAI^O. 
d ifP^ =0 ,K^ #0,DAI = 0 , 
XA = jd if PA( = 0, K^ #0,DA¥> 0, 
M if RA = 0, KAI = 0, 3,4 e 0f, 
jue0(&4)ifiL4 = 0 , KAI = 0 , Me0<, x e A9(SAf
ttx)en. 
(b) If a e <€ is arbitrary then we put a — * c = {A e * c ; xA. = a}. 
Let «J/ be a category. Then it is called a category with non-empty horns if, for 
each P, Qest, there holds [P, Q]^ # 0. The following assertion holds for basic 
categories of subcategories of %c. 
(iv) %c(p) = Y! I> - ^c(*)l *** ^c(*) = I ' O - #*(*)]. ***re « -• ^c(*) & 
a category with non-empty horns for each a e <£. (See [10], 2.24 and 2.25.) 
6. Lemma, (a) a — %c ^ 0 jbr each a e <€. 
(b) x ^
c = <#, tir
c = #*. 
Proof of (a). The assertion is evident for each a e {d, d} u Jf. If a e 0*, then the 
assertion follows from 5 and (ii). 
*) n|m means that n is a divisor of m. 
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Therefore, let a = n e 0(a) where ae(9l. Then 1t is a set of increasing sequences 
of ordinals (a„) with lim a„ = a by 3 and 4. Let (an) e /* be arbitrary. Then, for each 
neN 
n e N, there is An = (.4n,/w) e %
c such that i?^w = 0, KAn = 0 and 9 ^ = an + 1 
by (ii). We can suppose that An are mutually disjoint. Then DAn ^ 0and SA„dAn = 
= (xn for each neNby (i). We define B = (5,#) € W
c such that £ = (J A„ and, for 
neN 
each JC e J , 
dAn where w G N, 
Г/„Х . Г * е Л я 
gX **A 1C~ dAn where n e N. 
Now, since g~1dA0 = / 0 ~
1 d 4 0 we have SBdA0 =~SA0dA0 = a 0 . 
L e t A i e N - {0} be arbitrary. Then g~ldAn = \dAn.x} vf;
1dAn,i.e.SBg-
1dAn = 
= SBdAn„x u SBfn
xdAn = {a,,-!} u SAnf~
1dAn and since a„_! < art we have 
SBdAn = SAndAn = a„. 
Therefore, for each « e N, there holds SBgndA0 = SfWA.n = an. Hence (SBg
ndA0) e 
epie 0(a) and since MB = 0, KB = 0 and Si? e 0l we have #-# = \i by 5. From this 
follows Bea ~ Wc. 
(b) follows directly from (a) and (iv). 
7. Lemma. Let M c ^rc(b) be arbitrary. Then the following assertions are equivalent: 
(A) M is an ordered class. 
(B) y\M is injective. 
(C) y\M is an isomorphisms of the quasi-ordered classes M and yM. 
Proof. (A) implies (B). Indeed, if we had yA = yB for some A, Be M, A ^ B 
then we should have A, BeyA - <%c(b) and thus, A S®c(b) B, B S%c(b) A by (iv), 
which is a contradiction. 
(B) implies (C). Indeed, if A, BeM are arbitrary then A S%c{h)BiE yA ^<^yB 
by (iv) which implies that y\M: M -+ yM is an isomorphism. 
(C) implies (A). Since yM £ ^ is an ordered class hence M s $tc(b) is an ordered 
class. 
8. Lemma, (a) Let 9 ^ <£ be arbitrary. Then there is M c \J [a - %c(b)] such 
ae@ 
that M £ 9. 
(b) JLer < '̂ c <£ be arbitrary and let M be an ordered class. Then there is M £ 
£ U ia ~ ^ c(*)] •-'wcA **** M ^ M if and only if there is 9 c <T such thar M s 0 . 
Proof of (a), a - %c(b) is non-empty for each a e 9 by 6. We take 4 e ! j - ^ c(b) 
arbitrary and put M = {Aa; ae9). Then M ^\J[a - ^(b)] and since x I ^ 
ae9 
is injective there holds M = x ^ = ^ by 7. 
Proof of (b). If M^ M for some M.£ (J [a - ^ c(b)] then x I ^ is an iso-
morphism by 7 and we have M ^ M ^ yM £ «". Let, on the other hand, M ^ 9 
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for some 9 c <jf. Then, by (a), there is M c y [ a - ®c(b)"] s (J [a - ^c(£)] 
such that J( ~ Q) and we have M ^ ^ . 
The following assertions expressing a representation of ordered classes by classes 
of connected partial and complete unary algebras give an answer to the problems 2. 
Theorem. Let M be an ordered class. Then there exists Jt c i^c{b) {Jt c <%c{b) 
resp.) such that M £ Jl if and only if M can be embedded into the ordered class <$* 
{<€ resp.). 
These assertions follow directly from 8(b). 
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